IEEE-USA created the Congressional Fellowship program in 1973 to:

- further the effective use of scientific and technical knowledge in government;
- help educate the scientific and engineering community on the public policy process; and
- broaden the perspectives of the science, engineering and governmental communities regarding the value of such interaction. (http://ieeeusa.org/policy/govfel/congfel.asp)

Central Texas Section IEEE-USA Fellowship Alumni

Clarence P. Cain (San Antonio, TX) – 1999 IEEE-USA Congressional Fellow.

Emily Sopensky (Austin, TX) – 2003, 2004 IEEE-USA Executive Fellow.

Sherry Gillespie (Austin, TX) – 2008 IEEE-USA Congressional Fellow.

Leslie Martinich (Austin, TX) – 2012 IEEE-USA Congressional Fellow.

Rebecca Taylor (Austin, TX) – 2011, 2012 IEEE-USA Executive Fellow.

Len Hause is the 2013-2014 Engineering & Diplomacy (State Department) Fellow.